
UNDERSTAND COMPOSITE IMAGES AND BLEND 
MODES 

 

When we choose a Photoshop Blend Mode, we are essentially asking Photoshop to             
blend our selected layer with the layer below based on whatever Blend Mode is              
selected. So essentially, depending on the mode, pixels from the top layer are going to               
alter the color and luminosity of those on underlying layers. This will make more sense               
as we continue with our demonstrations. 

1. NORMAL BLEND MODES 

NORMAL BLEND MODE 

At 100% Opacity the default “Normal” Blend Mode simply shows the image on top, and we can’t                 
see anything underneath it. When we drag the Opacity down to 50% it makes the selected layer                 
more transparent and this allows us to see the image below it as you can see below. 
 



However, the Normal Blend Mode isn’t actually “blending” the two layers together, it’s simply              
making the selected layer more transparent which in turn reveals the layers below. But, even               
though it isn’t technically “blending” pixels, it is still a very effective tool when making composite                
images. So, when we drop our opacity on the White to Black layer down to 50%, we can still see                    
all of the tones, we simply see them at 50% opacity. 

DISSOLVE BLEND MODE 

When we choose the Dissolve blend option, the pixels will dissolve or granulate when we lower                
the Opacity of the top layer image. You may wonder why it is considered a “normal” Blend Mode                  
when the effect is quite strange. But once again, the Dissolve Blend Mode isn’t actually               
“blending” pixels it is again simply selecting areas to reveal versus areas to conceal. This is why                 
it is also in the Normal Blend Mode grouping. 

 
At a low Opacity the Dissolve Blend Mode is useful when you want to create granulated or                 
grainy effects over an image or layer. 

2. DARKEN BLEND MODES 
In the Darken Blend Modes white is our neutral point. This means that anything that is darker                 
than pure white is going to darken the image below to varying degrees all the way to full black.                   
In all of the sample images below, you will see that white area in the White to Black (WtB) layer                    
isn’t affecting the image layer below. 

DARKEN BLEND MODE 

All of the Blend Modes in the Darken grouping are going to darken the layer below with varying                  
degrees of contrast/tonality. In the Darken grouping, white is your neutral color. So basically, if               
the selected layer has white, this will not affect or darken the layers beneath. This makes sense                 
because how would you darken with white after all? Anything though that is a darker tone than                 
pure white on your selected layer will begin to darken the layer below. 



 
Using the standard “Darken” blend mode in the Darken Grouping, we can see that at 100%                
opacity, anything that isn’t white is pulling down the tones of the underlying image in a very                 
linear fashion. Because it is so linear, we generally don’t use the Darken Blend Mode at a high                  
opacity because it is simply too overpowering. But, when backed off to 65%, you can see that it                  
has a much more gradual affect over the underlying image, and it can actually be quite useful in                  
creating sort of a darkened and faded look as you can see in the image above. 

MULTIPLY BLEND MODE 

The Multiply Blend Mode combines the contrast and the luminosity of the top and bottom layer                
together, which makes it a very useful Blend Mode that we use frequently in compositing. With                
the WtB layer shown below at 100% Opacity, we can see the image layer clearly up until we see                   
the full black tone darkening the image completely. 



 
We can also see that the Multiply Blend Mode creates far more image contrast most noticeable                
in the 25-75% range when compared to the standard Darken Blend Mode. Look to the Multiply                
Blend Mode when you want to darken AND add contrast to your underlying layer. 

COLOR BURN BLEND MODE 

The Color Burn Blend Mode is darkening the image below, and it does that by essentially                
adding contrast and burning the colors down. This gives our image a very high contrast burned                
look. At 100% Opacity the Black is completely dark, but when you lower the Opacity of the WtB                  
layer to 50% it blends much nicer. 

 
In looking at the 50% opacity example above, you can see over the 50% grey area just how                  
much more saturation and contrast is boosted with this Blend Mode than with the other Darken                
Blend Modes. 

 

LINEAR BURN BLEND MODE 

The Linear Burn Blend Mode is another great darkening effect that washes out the image, and                
one that we frequently use. It is similar to that “linear” style of burning that we saw in the                   
standard Darken Blend Mode. But, it is a little more subtle throughout which makes it an                
awesome blend mode for creating dark vintage fades. Particularly, look at the 75-100% black              
area in the image below. You can see how it has a very pleasing darkened and faded look over                   
the underlying layer while it still retains more contrast than the standard Darken Blend Mode. 



 

DARKER COLOR BLEND MODE 

This is a Blend Mode that simply blends the darker colors of the selected layer, and it’s one that                   
I don’t use too often. When this Blend Mode is at 100% Opacity we see the darker Greys and                   
Blacks being added to the image. While we can of course adjust the opacity, I am not typically                  
using this blend mode often. 

 



3. LIGHTEN BLEND MODES 
The Darken Blend Modes and Lighten Blend Modes are exact mirror opposites of each other, so                
you can expect them to blend exactly the same way, but simply be inverted. 

 

LIGHTEN BLEND MODE 

In the Lighten Blend Mode grouping the Black becomes our neutral point, and it’s not affecting                
anything in the layer below. Again, if we are “lightening” an image, then you need brighter colors                 
in order to do that. So black is neutral, and anything brighter than black will affect the layer                  
below. 

 
At 100% Opacity we see the White adds 100% brightness, which will simply cause the               
underlying layer to go white. Remember, with the Lighten Blend Mode in particular, that if the                
underlying layer is already bright to begin with, you will need brighter tones to actually “Lighten”                
the underlying layer. For this reason, we can see the 25% Grey fairly clearly and we can barely                  



see the edge on the 50% grey, but anything darker than that is almost completely transparent.                
This is because the majority of the underlying image is brighter than 50% Grey. 

SCREEN BLEND MODE 

With the Screen Blend Mode we can see more of the different tones at 100% Opacity. The                 
Black is again neutral, but we can see the 25%, 50%, and 75% Greys making the image                 
brighter and adding some fade to the image. This is a great Blend Mode for when you want to                   
create a brightened and faded look to an image or texture. 

COLOR DODGE BLEND MODE 

The Color Dodge Blend Mode is the exact opposite of the Color Burn Blend Mode. This Blend                 
Mode is brightening the image and adding colors. These are powerful blend effects so you want                
to lower the Opacity to get a more subtle look. 

 
 



LINEAR DODGE BLEND MODE 

Linear Dodge is like a toned down version of the Color Dodge Blend mode. The Color Dodge                 
has more contrast as opposed to the flatter look of Linear Dodge. If you feel like the Color                  
Dodge is adding too much contrast then try Linear Dodge. Again, Linear Dodge is another great                
blend mode that we are frequently using to create a bright and flat fade. 

 

Color Dodge Left | Linear Dodge Right 
 

LIGHTER COLOR BLEND MODE 

The Lighter Color Blend mode is a little more aggressive in terms of applying the White areas of                  
the top layer to the bottom layer. At 100% Opacity we see the 25% Grey being blended heavily                  
into the underlying layer, while every darker than 25% Grey is basically transparent because of               
the bright exposure of the underlying layer. Again, this isn’t a blend mode that we are frequently                 
using. 



4. CONTRAST BLEND MODES 
In the Darken Blend Modes, White was the neutral point. In the Lighten Blend Modes, Black was                 
the neutral point. In the Overlay Blend Modes the 50% Grey is the neutral point and anything                 
that isn’t 50% grey will be adding contrast and brightening, or adding contrast and darkening the                
layers below. Contrast Blend Modes are very effective and frequently used. 

OVERLAY BLEND MODE 

When using the Overlay Blend Modes anything darker than 50% Grey will darken and add               
contrast to the underlying image and anything brighter than 50% Grey will brighten and add               
contrast to the underlying image. This is one of our most frequently used Blend Modes 

SOFT LIGHT BLEND MODE 

The Soft Light Blend Mode works similarly to the Overlay Blend Mode, however it does it in a                  
slightly softer and more subtle way. The left side of the image below has a nice bright fade                  
being applied to the image while still retaining decent contrast, and on the right side there are                 
some nice colors and contrast being added. You can essentially look at this as a softer Overlay                 
Blend Mode and that makes it extremely effective. 
 



HARD LIGHT BLEND MODE 

The Hard Light Blend Mode is an aggressive Blend Mode and you’ll want to lower the Opacity                 
on it for the best results. At 100% Opacity the Hard Light Blend Mode keeps the Whites                 
completely white and the Blacks completely black. In addition, the blend isn’t as subtle and rich                
in showing underlying tones when compared to the Soft Light Blend Mode which makes it a little                 
less useful, particularly at high opacities. 

 



VIVID LIGHT BLEND MODE & LINEAR LIGHT BLEND MODE 

The Vivid Light and Linear Light Blend Modes add a lot more contrast than you would get in the                   
Soft or Hard Light Blending Modes. While we use these blend modes (Linear Light) frequently in                
retouch, we aren’t using them too often in compositing and texturing unless we really need to                
add a lot of “punch” as they are very strong effects. 

 

Vivid Light Blend Mode Left | Linear Light Blend Mode Right 

PIN LIGHT BLEND MODE & HARD MIX BLEND MODE 

The Pin Light and Hard Mix Blend Modes are quite extreme in their effect. Each essentially                
posterizing the color below it by destroying color graduation. These blend modes can be              
effective when you need to create a posterized effect, but again we are generally not going to                 
be using these blend modes in texturing and composites as they are a bit too extreme. 

 

Pin Light Blend Mode Left | Hard Mix Blend Mode Right 



5. INVERSION BLEND MODES 
These Blend Modes are inversion or cancellation blends, because depending on the underlying             
layer, it’s either going to invert or cancel out the colors.  

DIFFERENCE BLEND MODE AND EXCLUSION BLEND MODE 

 

Both Images at 100% Opacity 

SUBTRACT BLEND MODE AND DIVIDE BLEND MODE 

 

Both Images at 100% Opacity 

 
 



6. COMPONENT BLEND MODES 
For the Hue, Saturation, and Color Blend Modes we’re going to get a black and white image                 
because the overlying image has no color on it. With these “Component” Blend Modes, you are                
getting exactly that, the component of the selected layer blended to the layer below. The first 3                 
Blend Modes in this grouping are “color component” blend modes and since our WtB layer has                
no color, it simply turns the layer below to black and white as you can see below. 

HUE BLEND MODE | SATURATION BLEND MODE | COLOR BLEND MODE 

 

LUMINOSITY BLEND MODE 

When we flip to the Luminosity Blend Mode we see the Luminosity levels being affected on the                 
layer below. This Blend Mode is affecting the layer and pixels below simply based on brightness                
levels, so it’s basically changing the brightness levels on the layer below to these even tones. 

 
These Component Blend Modes are useful when you want to add simply the color or the                
brightness from a texture onto an image. 


